
Parrots and 
Pedagogues

Two Questions on AI



What is AI and how 
does it work?

What are the 
opportunities/risks?



Me.

10+ years as a researcher

Center for AI and Digital Ethics, 
CIS, at Melbourne Uni (2+ years)

• Princeton University 

• U.S. Senate

• Placement at Federal Trade Commission

Worked on technology policy at:



“I’ve got fantastic new tech 
for our unit!”



What questions 
would you ask 
this person?



How much does it cost?

What problem does it solve?

What risks does it introduce?

How usable is the technology?

How safe is the technology?

How compliant is it?

How do our stakeholders feel about it?



“See, it works!”













Machine 
Learning

• Training: build a map of the 
world (a ‘statistical model’)

• Inference: use the map to find 
what is at given coordinates

• Goal is to build a model that is 
both accurate and useful



Foundation 
Models



Multi-functional statistical 
models

Can be multi-modal (input/output 
more than just text)



Sequence 
Prediction

• ChatGPT (Microsoft)

• Bard (Google)

• LLaMA (Facebook) 

Given the start of a sequence:

”the” “student” “read” “from” “the” ???



To build a Large Language Model 
(LLM):

Figure out a good way to 
convert words into 

numbers

Figure out an algorithm to 
go from a set of these 
numbers, to the next 
number that best fits

Convert the output 
number back to a word

Repeat!



Analogy: Myer-Briggs Type Indicators
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Analogy: Myer-Briggs Type Indicators
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[3, 5, 4]

[3.5, 1, 2]

[4, -3, -2]
[-2, -1, 5]



Step 1: Convert Words to Numbers



Training



Step 2: Go from a few words to the next word…

Build 
another map 
for this task

Use the 
map!



Make rules that takes input words to give 
an output word

dog bites

boy

has

DNA

sequences



Step 2: Our pipes are the map!

dog bites

boy

has

sequences

DNA



The wettest 
word is the 
one we pick 
next



But we need too many pipes….

Each pipe is an individual rule.



Instead of lots of rules, we make a complicated 
equation…



Owch… 
that was a 
lot of CS…



So what can LLMs 
actually do?



Strengths of Current 
Generation

1. Stylism and Form

• Can easily match request style (eg: write an email to staff requesting comments on 
the proposed Process Framework)

2. Explanations and Reading Comprehension

3. Data Munging

• Format conversions (eg text to table)

• Extract all the X from the text

4. Idea Generation

• eg: What are five ways Unimelb can improve its brand strategy?

5. Basic coding!



Strengths Synthesis

Tasks that are easy to check/ground

(What are 5 popular brands of motors)

Tasks where style > substance Tasks where there is no ground truth

Write an inspiring ode to the PSC



Weaknesses of 
Current Generation

1. Grounding 

• Still large gaps on zero-shot responses to complex factual 
questions–improving rapidly

• Cannot accurately cite sources

2. Computation

• Numerical or computation results are frequently incorrect

3. High-level organisation & curation

• Not yet good at strategic level organisation of information

4. Current events (training is time limited)



Not the only form of AI.
And probably not the best for most of your imagined tasks.



Biggest Opportunity: 
Integration into Existing 

Systems



What is the optimal calendar timing and 
keywords for advertising to potential 

students?

Example  well-formed question for machine learning:



But… just adding AI+data
does not solve most business 

problems.



• Collection of the right data

• Collection of enough data

• Using the right machine-
learning model: simple before 
complex

• Evaluating if a model is really 
necessary for decision making



AI Ethics

Compliance Privacy, and 

Security

Explainability and 

Accountability

Data Provenance 

and Transparency

Reliability and 

Safety

Hype



Australia’s AI 
Ethics 

Principle’s
(Voluntary)

Human, societal and environmental wellbeing

Human-centred values

Fairness

Privacy protection and security

Reliability and safety

Transparency and explainability

Contestability

Accountability



Bias

• Vernon Prater

• Prior: 2 robberies, 1 
attempt

• Subsequent: 1 grant theft

• Brisha Borden

• Prior 4 juvenile 
misdemeanors

• Subsequent: None

Source: Machine Bias, Angwin et al.
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Slide: Tim Miller, (CAIDE)



"We tend to overestimate 
the effect of a technology 

in the short run and 
underestimate the effect in 

the long run.” – Roy Amara 

(futurist)


